
BGE’s Tree and Vegetation Management Program.
SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
BGE’s strategy is based on a four or five-year trimming cycle, routine  
inspections and reliability performance data. BGE also further enhances  
tree and vegetation management efforts by implementing requirements  
mandated by the Maryland Public Service Commission, called the  
Electricity Service Quality and Reliability Act or RM 43 standards.

PRUNING STANDARDS
BGE uses only licensed, utility-qualified, professional tree-trimming  
contractors to manage the trees and other vegetation around power lines  
and equipment. When a neighborhood is scheduled for routine tree and  
vegetation management work, BGE’s contractors place door hangers to  
let property owners know when to expect crews. If heavy tree pruning or  
removal is required, the property owner will be directly contacted before  
work is commenced. If you have questions about the proposed work, call  
the BGE contractor directly by using the phone number on the door hanger.  
To learn more information on the program, visit BGE.COM/TreeCare. 

 Routine maintenance improves reliability.
BGE’s commitment to electricity reliability goes beyond maintaining just the poles and lines — it extends to the trees  
surrounding more than 10,500 miles of overhead power lines. BGE invests more than $34 million each year into our 
Tree and Vegetation Management Program, which includes assessing, pruning and removing trees that may cause 
electric outages, as well as managing vegetation above our underground natural gas transmission pipeline network. 

All of this attention to trees has reduced tree-related power interruptions by more than 40%. To learn more about  
how smart energy gets more reliable every day, visit BGE.COM/Reliability. 
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Tree-mendous  
community  
efforts 
❯ Since 2013, BGE has donated more than  
 $600,000 to the Arbor Day Foundation to  
 help improve the area’s tree canopy. 

❯ More than 25,000 free trees have been  
 donated directly to customers through the  
 Energy Saving Trees Program. 

❯ BGE has also donated large trees to the  
 City of Annapolis, Baltimore City and  
 Baltimore County to help enhance their  
 green spaces.

TREE TRIMMING
BGE encourages customers to manage the heights or spreads of their trees 
before they get within 10 feet of interfering with electrical lines and equipment. 
In addition, the Maryland High Voltage Line Act (HVLA) requires anyone working 
or using tools or equipment within 10 feet of overhead lines to contact BGE first 
at 800.685.0123, to evaluate the site and plan how to best make the work area 
safe. To find a private licensed tree care contractor to prune or remove your 
trees, visit BGE.COM/TreeCare. 

PLANTING TREES
BGE recommends the Arbor Day Foundation’s The Right Tree, the Right 
Place guideline which advises that any trees planted within 20 feet on 
either side of pole-to-pole power lines have a mature height of less  
than 25 feet. For more information on how comply with the HVLA by  
choosing the right tree for the right place on your property, please visit 
BGE.COM/TreeCare. 

BGE supports renewable 
energy sources
BGE customers, who generate their own electricity with 
renewable energy sources—such as solar energy—have the 
option of connecting to the electric grid and earning BGE bill 
credits for their excess generation. 

Once your renewable energy system has been designed, but 
before construction begins, customers are encouraged to 
contact BGE to begin an Interconnection Application. After 
your Interconnection Application is reviewed and approved, 
BGE will install a special net meter. This meter measures the 
energy used from the grid and the excess generation that 
your renewable system provides back to the grid. BGE then 
calculates the difference or “net” to determine the amount  
of BGE bill credits earned. 

To ensure a safe and reliable interconnection of renewable  
energy to electric grid, customers are encouraged to visit 
BGE.COM/Interconnection for more information on  
the process. 


